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Before any specific Buddhist texts are examined on the themes of wealth and poverty, it is important to note that Buddhism involves an ethic of intention. A central issue is not so much the commendation of poverty or denunciation of wealth but treading a path which limits desire and the cravings of greed and which develops contentment.

The Example in Story of The Buddha
‘When Gotama left home to embrace the religious life he renounced everything, silver, gold and all the riches he possessed on earth and underground.
(Digha Nikaya 1: 115 in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon)

The seminal story in Buddhism is that of Gotama/Gautama Buddha, which is a riches to rags narrative, quite unlike the movement from rags to riches in most of the ‘fairy story’ genre of tales. Here was the son of a local chieftain who was materially rich by the standards of his day, who made a great renunciation of worldly status and wealth in order to find the true meaning of happiness. His decision to enter the homeless life was triggered by his encounter with the three signs, of old age, sickness and death. A fourth sign, a seemingly serene and happy world renouncer, gave him an alternative to his own lifestyle. This story is reproduced in books on Buddhism at all levels and was the focus of developed legend in the Buddhist traditions. Edward Conze uses a variety of sources for his presentation (Conze, 1959: 19-66). It is also the subject of Buddhism’s visual texts, its prolific art (see Bechert and Gombrich, 1984).

Almsmen and Almswomen (Monks and Nuns)
‘One is the road that leads to wealth, another the road that leads to Nibbana.  If the bhikkhu, the disciple of the Buddha, has learnt this, he will not yearn for honour, he will foster solitude (Dhammapada: 75 from the Kuddaka Nikaya in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon).

‘Let us be happy, then, we who possess nothing’.
(Cakkavatti Sihanada Sutta 200 from the Digha Nikaya in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon, tr. Rhys Davids).

The story of the Buddha is the model for the ‘going forth’ of all Buddhist almsmen and almswomen (monks and nuns) through the ages. They live in voluntary poverty. In the tenth of the ten precepts (Vinaya 1: 82-84) they undertake the rule of training to refrain from handling gold and silver (i.e. handling money). They are allowed only a few possessions. According to Gombrich (Gombrich, 1988: 94) there are two lists of what is allowed. One says four ‘requisites’: clothing (three robes), an almsbowl, razor, needle, belt and water-strainer.Buddhist teaching presents a ‘middle way’ between the extremes of over-indulgent wealth and extreme poverty, and the traditions linked with monastic clothing illustrate this. The robes were there to protect the body from the extremes of cold, heat, wind and insects but not to punish it.
‘In those days, monks, during the cold winter months, when it rained and snowed, I was in the open air wearing a single robe. I did not feel the cold. After the first part of the night, however, I felt cold. I put on a second robe. Then I did not feel the cold any more. After the second part of the night I felt cold again. I put on a third robe. Then I did not feel cold anymore. At the end of the night, at sunrise, in the bright light, I felt cold. I put on a fourth robe. Then I did not feel cold anymore. At that moment I thought to myself: “Sons of good family who live according to the Doctrine of the Discipline, who might catch a cold or are afraid of the cold, can all protect themselves with three robes. I allow you, monks, three robes.' (Mahavagga in the Vinaya Pitaka 1: 288 quoted in Wijayaratna, 1990: 41).

Originally the robes worn by Buddhists were made of scraps of cloth or rags, sewn together (patched) and dyed. Later they were allowed to accept lengths of cloth from laypeople, though these were cut and pieced to keep the ‘patched’ tradition. The following text marks the change:

‘In those days every monk would wear rag-robes. One day when the Blessed One (The Buddha) was at Rajagaha, he fell ill. He was examined by the royal doctor, called Jivaka Komarabacca, and recovered thanks to the medicine that he prescribed. Soon afterwards, Jivaka came back to visit him, bringing a piece of costly fabric which he wished to give to the Buddha and told him: ‘Blessed One, this fabric which I was given by King Pajhota is of the highest quality. I beg you, Blessed One, to accept these two pieces of fabric to make a robe for yourself. I also beg you to allow the Community to accept pieces of material given by lay people.” The Buddha accepted the fabric given by the royal doctor, and on this occasion addressed the monks in the following words: “Monks, I allow you to accept pieces of material given by lay people and to wear the robes given by lay followers, or to continue wearing rag-robes.”’
(Mahavagga in the Vinaya Pitaka 1: 280 quoted in Wijayaratna, 1990: 34)
Lay Buddhists
‘Wealth destroys the foolish, though not those who search for the goal’.
(Dhammapada: 355 from the Kuddaka Nikaya of the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon).

‘Poverty is a suffering in the world for a layman.’
‘Woeful in the world is poverty and debt’
(Anguttara Nikaya 111, 350; 352 (Gradual Sayings) in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon).
Wealth is not in itself denounced as wrong, only attachment to wealth and desire for wealth, or wealth gained in ways that go against precepts such as avoiding wrong speech, or taking what is not freely given. Right livelihood, as one of the stages of the eightfold path, involves avoidance of trade in weapons, drugs or human beings, for example. But wealth rightly gained is seen as a reward and dana (giving or generosity) is the key Buddhist lay virtue.
‘If you want honour, wealth, or after death, a blissful life amongst the gods, then take good care that you observe the precepts of a moral life.’
(Sanskrit Dharmapada, Conze, 1959: 84).

‘Householders, there are five benefits that accrue to a man who performs meritorious acts and practices morality: the first benefit is that he acquires his wealth by honest means; the second that he acquires a good reputation; the third that he can appear without hesitation before any gathering, whether of noblemen or brahmins or householders or monks; the fourth that he will die without anxiety; the fifth, finally, that he will have a good rebirth in heaven.
(This is repeated in various places in the Pali Canon eg in the Sutta Pitaka: Digha Nikaya 11: 85-86; 111: 235-236; Anguttara Nikaya 111: 252; Udana: 86 and in the Vinaya Pitaka 1:227 see Wijayaratna, 1990: 177)

Most Buddhists historically have been householders (laypeople) and the more excess wealth they had the more generous they could be in building reminder relics, great stupas and buddha images and supporting the world renouncers. Indeed the monastic sangha could not exist without the laity because it is they who give the daily almsfood, provide the buildings for shelter and meetings and everything else that the world renouncers need. It is a close relationship of two groups who exchange the gifts of spiritual teachings and the gifts of material items necessary to sustain life.
‘The householder successfully amassing wealth by lawful and honourable means, by his own energy and effort enjoys ownership, well-being, independence in the sense that he does not run into debt and blamelessness’. (Saddhatissa, 1970, 144)

In many ways the model of the rich, honourable and generous donor is Anathapindika to whom a number of the Pali Canon’s discourses on wealth and giving are addressed. When he became a follower of the Buddha he bought the Jeta Grove as a monastic site by covering the ground with gold coins.(Vinaya Pitaka 11: 154-159 quoted in Conze. 1954: 20. See also Rahula, 1959:83; Sizemore and Swearer, 1990:127ff, and various texts in the Anguttara Nikaya (Gradual Sayings) from the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon.) Another important text on wealth and the uses of wealth for laypeople is the Sigalovada Sutta or Advice to Sigala, which is quoted in full in Rahula, 1959: 119ff. It comes from the Digha Nikaya 31 in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon.
‘And which are the six doors of dissipating wealth? Drink; frequenting the streets at unseemly hours; haunting fairs; gambling; associating with evil friends; idleness.
There are, young householder, these six dangers of drink: the actual loss of wealth; increase of  quarrels; susceptibility to disease, an evil reputation; indecent exposure’ ruining one’s intelligence.
Six, young householder, are the perils of a man who runs through frequenting the streets at unseemly hours: he himself is unguarded or unprotected and so are his wife and his children; so also is his property (wealth); in addition he falls under the suspicion of being responsible for undetected crimes; false rumours are attached to his name; he goes out to meet many troubles.’

There is reference later in the sutta to how a husband should minister to his wife and this includes ‘providing her with adornment (jewellery)’ and of ministering to servants ‘by supplying them with food and wages… by sharing with them unusual delicacies; and by giving them leave and gifts at suitable times’, all of which depend upon wealth. A wife’s duties to her husband are outlined elsewhere (Anguttara Nikaya IV 270) and the fourth is to take care of her husband’s wealth and keep safe whatever money, corn, silver or gold he brings home.

In keeping with the emphasis on a middle way, the texts discourage miserliness and the inability to distribute one’s wealth properly. Jatala 111: 303 contains these words about the miser:
‘At no time whatever does he get himself clothing, food, garlands or perfumes, nor does he give any to his relatives. He guards them saying “Mine! Mine!". Then the rulers, thieves, his heirs, having taken his wealth, go away in disgust. Yet he still cries , “Mine!, Mine!”as before. The wise man, having acquired wealth, helps his relatives and gains their respect; after death he rejoices in a heavenly region.’

Riches or wealth are also used in a metaphorical sense, not just of money or property.
‘The riches of confidence, riches of morals, of shame and fear of wrong-doing,
The riches of listening, of charity, wisdom are seven.
Of whom is possessed these riches, or woman or man, 
That one is invincible either to devas or men.'
(Anguttara Nikaya (Gradual Sayings) 1V: 6ff in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon, quoted in Saddhatissa, 1970: 148).

The Disadvantages of Poverty
Rahula points out (p.81ff) that the social and economic and even political teachings of the Buddha are less well-known than his philosophy and spirituality. He summarises the teachings of the Cakkavatti Sihanada Sutta (No 26 in the Digha Nikaya of the Pali Canon’s Sutta Pitaka) which states that ‘poverty is the cause of immorality and crimes such as theft, falsehood, violence, hatred, cruelty etc.'
Rahula also summarises the Kutadanta Sutta of Digha Nikaya which says that trying to suppress crimes through punishment is not the successful method, but says rather that the economic conditions of the people should be improved to eradicate crime.

‘The Buddha suggests…. that the economic position of the people should be improved: grain and other facilities for agriculture should be provided for farmers and cultivators; capital should be provided for traders and those engaged in business: adequate wages should be paid to those who are employed. When people are thus provided with opportunities for earning a sufficient income, they will be contented, will have no fear of anxiety, and consequently the country will be peaceful and free from crime.
(Rahula, 1959: 81ff).

The advice to a righteous ruler (cakkavatti) states:

‘Thus, because provision was not made for the poor, poverty became widespread, and from this stealing increased; from the spread of stealing violence grew, and from the growth of violence destruction became common; from the frequency of murder the span of life became shorter and people became coarser.’

And

‘Whoever in your kingdom is poor, to him let some help be given.’
(Cakkavatti Sihananda Sutta from the Digha Nikaya (Collection of Long Discourses) in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon, tr. Rhys Davids. This translation is used in the quotation of the full Sutta in The Buddha’s Philosophy of Man. ed. Trevor Ling, Dent, 1981).


Right Livelihood

This is listed as the third aspect of ethical conduct in the eightfold path and involves livelihoods which do no break the undertakings of precepts such as not harming life or taking what is not freely given, for example. Saddhatissa lists those as trading in flesh, in weapons, in human beings or poisons and doing what one does in a generally Buddhist way. (Saddhatissa, 1970: 144).

Various contemporary enterprises illustrate the continuing relevance of attending to right livelihood and the co-operative sharing of wealth in a world determined by capitalism and the pursuit of profit. These are dealt with below in the section on contemporary texts.

Texts Outside the Pali Canon
Outside the texts of the Pali Canon Buddhist teachers pick up themes already mentioned. For example, Nagarjuna (2nd century CE) in his The Precious Garland’says:
Having let go of all possessions (at death)
Powerless you must go elsewhere;
But all that has been used for Dharma
Precedes you (as positive evolutionary force).
All the possessions of a previous King come under control of his successor, 
Of what use are they to a previous King,
Either for his practice, happiness or fame?
Through using wealth there is happiness in the here and now.
Through giving there is happiness in the future.

(Tr. Jeffrey Hopkins quoted in Kotler, 1996: 85)

Santideva (685 – 763 CE) explores the aspirations of the Bodhisattva:

May I avert the pain of hunger and thirst with showers of food and drink.
May I become both drink and food for the immediate aeons of famine.

May I be inexhaustible treasure for impoverished beings.
May I wait upon them with various forms of offering.

See, I give up without regret my bodies, my pleasures, and my good acquired in all three times, to accomplish good for every being.
(Bodhicaryavatara – (A Guide to the Buddhist Path of Awakening) tr. Kate Crosby and Andrew Skilton, Oxford 1995, Chapter 3 vv. 8 – 10).

The text also asks pertinent questions and affirms the Buddhist emphasis on inwardness as what matters.

‘If the perfection of generosity consists in making the universe free from poverty, how can previous protectors have acquired it, when the world is still poor, even today?’

‘The perfection of generosity is said to result from the mental attitude of relinquishing all that one has to all people, together with the fruit of that act. Therefore the perfection is the mental attitude itself.’
(Chapter 5 vv. 10 – 11).

Contemporary Texts
‘Do not accumulate wealth whilst millions are hungry. Do not take as the aim of your life, fame, profit, wealth or sensual pleasure. Live simply and share time, energy and material resources with those who are in need.’
(Fifth Precept of the Tiep Hien Order Precepts. Thich Nhat Hanh, 1987: 37).

There is now a good body of secondary analytical work on those contemporary and sometimes controversial Buddhist movements which come under the name of Engaged Buddhism or Socially Engaged Buddhism. The movements focus on issues of gender, environment, peace, work in prisons and hospices, for example, all of which have a wealth and poverty dimension. The talks and writings of the key figures  in the movement are key contemporary texts for Buddhist reflection. These key figures are from a variety of Buddhist cultures and contexts. For example, Thich Nhat Nanh is a Vietnamese Zen monk living in a community in France and with a global sangha network; Sulak Sivaraksa is a Thai lay-activitst; A T Ariyaratne the founder of the Gandhian insprired Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement in Sri Lanka; Ken Jones a Welsh ecological activist; Chatsumarn Kabilsingh and Rita Gross are active for women in Thailand and the USA, but with global outreach and from Theravada and Tibetan Buddhist backgrounds respectively. Going back historically, there are also figures such as Dr B R Ambedkar, whose portrait has become an iconic text for the bodhisattva ideal amongst the ex-untouchable communities who became Buddhists. Ambedkar influenced the British founder of the Friends of the Western Buddhist Order, Venerable Sangharakshita and is linked through their Karuna Trust with self-help programmes amongst some of India’s poorest communities. Only a few quotations are given below, but the bibliography contains further source material.

The self-development Sarvodaya Sramadana Movement (influenced by Gandhian as well as Buddhist ideals) are - as noted above- associated with the work and writings of A T Ariyaratne in Sri Lanka. He quotes from Schumacher’s Small is Beautiful as well as Buddhist sources.

‘Whilst the materialist is mainly interested in good, the Buddhist is mainly interested in liberation. But Buddhism is ‘The Middle Way’ and therefore in no way antagonistic to physical well-being. It is not wealth that stands in the way of liberation but the attachment to wealth; not the enjoyment of pleasurable things but the craving for them. The keynote of Buddhist economics, therefore, is simplicity and non-violence. From an economist’s point of view, the marvel of the Buddhist way of life is the utter rationality of its pattern – amazingly small means leading to extraordinarily satisfying results.’
(Schumacher, 1973: 41 – 42 quoted in Ariyaratne, 1999: 7).

Ariyaratne also quotes the Samyutta Nikaya that wealth can be earned by three means:
1.	unlawfully and by violence
2.	unlawfully and lawfully by violence and non-violence
3.	lawfully and without violence
The wise and those who pursue true happiness are advised to follow the third way.
Similarly a successful businessman will have to develop:
1.	skill in buying and selling
2.	a sense of net profit
3.	a ready source of capital
4.	a service geared towards the satisfaction of consumers
5.	a diligent work discipline.
(op.cit. 14 with no more detailed sutta reference).
He then emphasises the Sarvodaya approach:
'Sarvodaya places great importance on the engagement of every member of the community in processes that play a role in satisfying basic needs.' (op.cit: 38).

The Right Livelihood Co-Operatives of the FWBO seek to provide an ethical and spiritual work environment for members, to serve the needs of individuals, and have had mixed economic success. The principle involves:
‘No worker shall gain more than enough to cover his living expenses from his work. The principle to be followed is to give what one can and take what one needs.'

'The purpose of the Co-Operative, apart from providing meaningful support for its members, is to provide means by which people are encouraged to develop. All profits, apart from those used to expand the Co-Operative, shall be used for this purpose.'
(Dharmachari Subhuti Buddhism for Today, 1983, Windhorse: 2000)
Windhorse Trading, founded in 1980 as a market stall in London, was in 1992 one of the hundred fastest growing businesses in Britain. In 1996 profits were 1.27 millon pounds, half a million of which was given away to Buddhist centres and charities. Its Director says:
‘Everybody receives the same basic financial support (or income) with extra money given where needed. As a single man with no special needs and no dependents, I receive the basic level of support; thus I can claim the distinction of perhaps the only Managing Director of a UK limited company with a lower income than many staff in the shops, office or warehouse who have dependents or other special needs.’
(Quoted in Kotler, 2000: 384).
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